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Economic Response of Competition law in USA 
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ABSTRACT 

Present day business works in a world that is profoundly monetarily incorporated, and yet 

it is strategically, socially and lawfully different. The adoption of Competition Policy was 

a reaction to the rise of huge organizations which attempted to limit effective competition, 

incompletely by cost fixing arrangements to forestall price wars. This revolves around the 

introduction and the concept of “Why was competition law/anti-trust law was enacted and 

in need in the United States of America. It also deals with how the country has been 

responding to the various competition Policy and various regimes. This article is a part of 

a research paper being conducted on how the early endorsement of competition policy and 

regimes has led to better market growth and economy. This article also emphasizes on the 

setting in USA which led to the realization of the enactment of competition law and regimes 

surrounding it. The main purpose of this article is that it potrays how well a country like 

USA responds to the competition law policies and how it can benefit the market growth as 

well as the economy. 

Keywords: Competition Law, Economics, USA. 

 

I. HISTORY OF COMPETITION LAW IN USA 
Competition Policy, otherwise called antitrust, began in the United States in the late nineteenth 

century n response of rise of trust, a term that became a euphemism for enormous business. In 

fact, a trust is a lawful gadget used to organize various land owners through a bound together 

administration structure. The use of trusts for industrial consolidation multiplied throughout 

the 1880s, and in response, several states and the federal government passed antitrust laws to 

regulate business competition, focusing on coordination among firms and business tactics used 

to monopolize industries.2 

The adoption of Competition Policy was a reaction to the rise of huge organizations which 

attempted to limit effective competition, incompletely by cost fixing arrangements to forestall 

price wars. This conduct was to the detriment of buyers. In the late nineteenth-century 

competition policy developed to counterbalance concentrated economic power, which 

 
1 Author is a student at Reva University, India. 
2 Alfred D. Chandler Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1977). 
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reformers feared might be wielded to influence political outcomes or trammel independent 

proprietors with unfair business tactics.3 

Guaranteeing market rivalry had once been the area of judges through their authorization of 

custom-based law forbiddances against "limitations of trade," as well as state corporation laws 

regulating business actions and internal governance. Nonetheless, as new correspondence and 

transportation advancements worked with business blends that navigated state lines, state laws 

showed up progressively deficient. States retained their regulatory power over corporations, 

but the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 promised to “rein in the trusts” through federal 

prosecutions.4 

Over the course of the following century, spectators frequently attested that the Sherman Act 

gave insufficient alleviation against anticompetitive practices, and thus, changes to the antitrust 

laws followed. Reformist Era state building added to the arrangement of the Federal Trade 

Commission in 1914 and the entry of new laws against unmerited rivalry that directed industry-

explicit principles and guidelines to administer trade rehearses.  

Postwar Competition Policy started rigid anti-merger rules, even as ensuring free owners 

blurred as a famous political need.  

II. IMPACT OF COMPETITION REFORMS ON US ECONOMY 
A quantitative assessment of the impact of various adopted reforms on the economy can fill a 

more extensive need than simply the assessment of competition law implementation. For 

example, it might likewise influence the selection of priorities in fighting anti-competitive 

practices or set up the size of harms to be paid in remuneration for solid anti-competitive 

practices. Gunnar Niels and Reinder van Dijk show how the decision of the counterfactual 

relies upon the motivation behind the activity. All around, the rundown of expenses and 

benefits to be evaluated is fixed, however a few classifications will demonstrate more 

significant than others in a specific type of activity. The economic benefits ought to incorporate 

gainful and allocative efficiency, upgraded dynamic rivalry and development, improved market 

working and macro-economic impacts.  

Together with this more economic approach in competition cases, attention for the economic 

effects of enforcement activities by the competition authorities is also growing. During the past 

decade, several national competition authorities have proposed methodologies for measuring 

 
3 Tony Freyer, “Antitrust Legislation and Law,” in The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Political and Legal 

History, ed. Donald T. Critchlow and Philip R. VanderMeer (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012). 
4  Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, 26 Stat. 209, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1–7. 
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the economic effects. There are at least three reasons for conducting such studies:  

• the external accountability of the competition authority;  

• quality control of the decisions; and  

• evaluation of the effectiveness of the competition law. 

There are many other economic studies that provide evidence of this effects.  For example, 

Disney, Haskell and Heden (2003)5 use data on 140,000 separate businesses. The authors 

conclude “Market competition significantly raises both the level and growth of productivity”. 

When customers can choose between different providers, they benefit and so does the economy 

as a whole. Their ability to choose forces firms to compete with one another. Choice for 

customers is a good thing in itself, but competition between firms also leads to increased 

productivity and economic growth. 

In particular, obviously enterprises where there is more noteworthy rivalry experience quicker 

efficiency development. The impacts of more grounded rivalry can be felt in areas other than 

those in which the competition occurs . Specifically, overwhelming rivalry in upstream areas 

can 'course' to improve efficiency and work in downstream areas thus through the economy all 

the more broadly. 

A sectoral analysis confirms this trend. During the past decade, the chemical company 

Monsanto purchased more than 30 companies, Oracle more than 80, and Google more than 

120. Between 1994 and 2000, more than 80 aerospace-defense firms merged into four dominant 

firms. In a field once densely populated with independent publishers, just five conglomerates 

now account for two-thirds of all the books published in the United States. After a flood of 

mergers and acquisitions, Anheuser-Busch Inbev and South African Breweries today control 

80 percent of the domestic beer market.6 

These startling figures speak for themselves, but multiple analyses, using a variety of 

measurements, reveal that rising market concentration is a troubling, economy wide 

phenomenon. 

In The Economist March 2016, it dealt with a story which contains an analysis of 893 industries 

and identifies the market share held by the four largest firms within each. It finds that between 

1997 and 2012, two-thirds of industries became more concentrated.7 During this period, the 

 
5 Richard Disney & Jonathan Haskel & Ylva Heden, 2003. "Restructuring and productivity growth in uk 

manufacturing," Economic Journal, Royal Economic Society, vol. 113(489), pages 666-694, July. 
6 Carl T. Bogus, “The New Road to Serfdom: The Curse of Bigness and the Failure of Antitrust,” University of 

Michigan Journal of Law Reform 49, no. 1 (Fall 2015): 7-9 
7“Too much of a good thing,” The Economist, March 26, 2016, https://www.economist.com/news/briefing 
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weighted average share of the top four firms in each sector rose from 26 percent to 32 percent. 

Studies done which focused on Competition reforms and effects in EU, Griffith, Harrison and 

Simpson (2006) uses the introduction of the EU Single Market programme as an instrument to 

model the effects of increased competition, concluding: “We provide empirical evidence that 

the reforms carried out under the EU Single Market Programme (SMP) were associated with 

increased product market competition, as measured by a reduction in average profitability, and 

with a subsequent increase in innovation intensity and productivity growth for manufacturing 

sectors.”8 

III. OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN 
Anti-trust laws have been on the books of several developing countries for a long time, but 

they have done little to reduce anticompetitive behavior. This suggests that the laws have been 

ignored because they run counter to the perceived national interest, that the agencies in charge 

of enforcement have been captured, or that the laws simply could have been ineffective.9 But 

this ineffectiveness has been reported in pre 2000 era and the various economic development 

is seen as post 2000 era gave birth to various new policies and regimes which shows a success 

rate as well. When considering regulations, it is important not to take the cynical view that all 

regulation is anticompetitive, protectionist, and driven by special interest influence. Indeed, 

some interest group regulation may be procompetitive. Adequate disclosure of certain 

information allows buyers and sellers to make more informed choices and may lower 

transaction costs and allow markets to function more effectively. Externalities can be 

overcome, for example, by establishing marketable rights to engage in particular sorts of 

conduct such as pollution or production of a patented product. Eventually those willing to pay 

the most to exercise these rights (for example, those for whom the cost of avoiding pollution is 

greatest or cost of producing a product is least) will buy up the rights. 

The case for antitrust gets no stronger when economists examine the kinds of antitrust cases 

brought by government. As George Stigler, often a strong defender of antitrust, summarized, 

“Economists have their glories, but I do not believe that antitrust law is one of them.”10 

Business analysts expected that significant losses to customers from limits on competition 

 
/21695385-profits-are-too-high-america-needs-giant-dose-competition-too-much-good-thing. 
8 Griffith, Rachel, et al. “Product Market Reform and Innovation in the EU.” The Scandinavian Journal of 

Economics, vol. 112, no. 2, 2010, pp. 389–415. 
9 GeorgeJ. Stigler, The Economic Effects of the Antitrust Laws, in THE ORGANIZATION OF Industry 259 

(1968) 
10 The case for antitrust gets no stronger when economists examine the kinds of antitrust cases brought by 

government. As George Stigler (1982, p. 7), often a strong defender of antitrust, summarized, “Economists have 

their glories, but I do not believe that antitrust law is one of them. 
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existed, and built models to recognize the business sectors where these misfortunes would be 

most noteworthy. At that point they analyzed the business sectors where government was 

upholding antitrust laws with the business sectors where governments ought to implement the 

laws if buyer prosperity was the public authority's vital concern. The examinations closed 

collectively that the size of purchaser losses from restraining infrastructure assumed almost no 

part in government authorization of the law. Financial experts have likewise analyzed specific 

sorts of antitrust cases brought by the public authority to see whether anticompetitive 

demonstrations in these cases were likely. The exact answer as a rule is no. This is genuine 

even in value fixing cases, where the proof shows that the organizations focused by the public 

authority either were not fixing costs or were doing so ineffectively. Comparable ends emerge 

from investigations of consolidation cases and of different antitrust cures acquired by 

government; in the two cases, results are conflicting with antitrust's alleged objective of 

purchaser prosperity. 

A final set of studies has shown empirically that patterns of antitrust enforcement are motivated 

at least in part by political pressures unrelated to aggregate economic welfare. For example, 

antitrust is useful to politicians in stopping mergers that would result in plant closings or job 

transfers in their home districts. 11 

Quite possibly the most troubling insights in antitrust is that for each case brought by 

government, private plaintiffs bring ten. Most of cases are documented to obstruct, not  to assist 

competition. According to Steven Salop, formerly an antitrust official in the Carter 

administration, and Lawrence J. White, an economist at New York University, most private 

antitrust actions are filed by members of one of two groups. The most numerous private actions 

are brought by parties who are in a vertical arrangement with the defendant (e.g., dealers or 

franchisees) and who therefore are unlikely to have suffered from any truly anticompetitive 

offense. Usually, such cases are attempts to convert simple contract disputes (compensable by 

ordinary damages) into triple-damage payoffs under the Clayton Act.12 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Competition policy and institutions have been utilized adequately during process of reforming 

economic regulations to stimulate competition At the government level, obligation to 

 
11 Rubin, Paul H. “What Do Economists Think About Antitrust? A Random Walk down Pennsylvania Avenue.” 

In Fred S. McChesney and William F. Shughart II, eds., The Causes and Consequences of Antitrust: The Public-

Choice Perspective. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995 
12 Preserving Monopoly: Economic Analysis, Legal Standards, and Microsoft, Steven.C. Salop 7 Geo. Mason L. 

Rev. 617 (1998-1999). 
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competition is a piece of general administrative arrangement, so administrative projects are for 

the most part subject to legal directions to advance and secure competition. Where guideline 

has rather debilitated competition, the lawful and strategy establishment for change was at that 

point present. US competition policy is additionally emphatically connected to purchaser 

interests. Keeping up that linkage, epitomized in the wide locale of the Federal Trade 

Commission, may legitimize the generally unconventional repetition of government law 

requirement structures.  

A fair reading of the historical record, we believe, will find both economic and civic/political 

motivations for the development and enforcement of antitrust legislation. It was perfectly 

reasonable to worry about the effect of interstate banking on the availability of credit to 

localities, and about the effect of large retail enterprises on the local businesses that bolstered 

the social capital of small communities. In light of this history, our focus on consumer welfare, 

broadly construed, may appear arbitrary. Be that as it may, we are guided, to a limited extent, 

by the craving to make a usable change plan. Attempting to improve a system that appreciates 

impressive help across hardliner and philosophical lines is bound to be compelling than trying 

to put the framework on another and exceptionally questionable establishment.  

Federalism is the most practical methods for adjusting the frequently contending cases of 

residents, buyers, laborers, and makers. In any case, this isn't generally a simple course. In spite 

of the drawn out impacts on nearby organizations and monetary self-assurance, frustrated 

networks will be enticed by the in advance positions and incomes huge firms can offer. There 

is no perfect solution for the asymmetrical bargaining power large firms often enjoy. 

***** 
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